
  Bill’s New Frock 
by Anne Fine 

Ch.5 (Worksheet B) 

 

1. Did Bill swap his Bunty comic with one of the girls? 

 
yes not sure no 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

2. Rohan sniggered when Bill asked him to swap comics. What does 
“sniggered” mean? 

shouted cried laughed 

3. When Bill started to read the “Bunty”, was he enjoying it? 
 

yes not sure no 

4. What comic did Bill get from Flora as a swap for Bunty? 

 

Dandy Valiant Beano 

5. Who then wanted to swap comics with Bill? 
 

Martin Rohan Melissa 
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6. Where did Bill punch Rohan? 

 

tummy nose shoulder 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

7. Was Bill right to punch Rohan first? 

 yes not sure no 

8. Bill and Rohan were scarlet with rage. What does “scarlet” 
mean? 
 

blue pale red 

9. The noise from the fight was tremendous. What does 
“tremendous” mean? 
 

very loud silent very quiet 

10. Was fighting a good way of sorting their disagreement? 

 

yes 

 

not sure 

 

no 
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